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The groups G of the title are those in which Ec{x) = {y \ y e G, [y, nx] — 1 for some
n) is a subgroup for every x in G. We show that the quotient group G/F(G) is rather
restricted for finite £-groups; in particular, soluble finite £-groups are of Fitting length 4
at most. Some criteria for infinite groups are given.

We write as usual [x, y] = x~1y~1xy and define inductively [x, iv] = [x, y] and
[x, n+iy] = [[x, ny],y]- T. A. Peng considered the sets £G(y) = {x\xeG, [x, ky] = 1 for
suitable k} and he called a group G an £-group if and only if all of these sets Ec(y) are
subgroups. He was able to show, among other things, that extensions of nilpotent by
abelian groups are £-groups and that certain nonabelian simple groups are £-groups. On
the other hand, he gave an example of a group G such that G/F(G) is supersoluble and
G is not an £-group.

In this paper we want to continue, on the basis of Peng's results, the efforts towards a
characterization of these groups. A main step in this is the proof that the class of finite
E-groups is a formation (Theorem 1). Considering the way G acts by conjugation on its
chief factors, we find that chief factors of finite £-groups are abelian or simple and that
finite soluble £-groups have Fitting length four at most (Lemma 7, Theorem 2). The last
decades have led to a wealth of knowledge of finite simple groups. This allows us to
decide which of them are £-groups.

After the completion of a first version of this article the author became aware of the
fact that C. Casolo [2] had obtained partly the same results; Casolo was also able to show
that finite groups are £-groups if and only if all their subnormalizers are subgroups.
Therefore we have abbreviated parts of the manuscript to avoid duplication.

The author is grateful to T. A. Peng, Singapore, for the (unpublished) section of his
Ph.D. Thesis [9] concerned with simple £-groups. He is also indebted to C. Casolo for
drawing his attention to several inaccuracies. Notation is mostly standard, with F(G) the
Fitting subgroup of G, and NC(U) the normalizer (CG(f/) the centralizer) of U in G. If A
and B are normal subgroups of G, we will also use CG(A/B): = {x \ x e G, x~xyxB = yB
for all v in A); confusion does not seem probable by this modification.

1. Nilpotent normal subgroups and generalizations. We begin with a very general
remark.

LEMMA 1. Assume that N is a normal subgroup of the group G satisfying the following
conditions:

(i) N is an Engel group, that is EN(x) = N for all x in N;
(ii) G/N is an E-group;
(iii) if x does not belong to N, the subgroup Kx defined by Kx/N = E(G/N)(xN) is an

E-group.
Then G is an E-group.
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232 HERMANN HEINEKEN

Proof. We have to show that EG(x) is a subgroup for every x in G. This follows from
(i) if x belongs to N (with EG(x) = G). If x does not belong to N, we see from the
canonical epimorphism of G onto G/N that EG(x) is contained in Kx. By (ii) and (iii),
EG{x) = £*,(*) is a subgroup of G, and Lemma 1 is shown.

Our next result is a statement on one element x and its set EG(x) but will prove
useful in several cases.

LEMMA 2. If N is a locally nilpotent normal subgroup of G and x is an element of G
such that E(G/v)(xN) = N(G/PS)((XN)), then EG{x) is a subgroup of G.

Proof. Choose first two elements y, z from EG(x) n (x, N) and consider (x, y, z).
There are integers r and s such that xry and xsz belong to N, and (x, y, z) =
(x, xry, Xsz) = (x, (xry, xsz)M). Since (xry, x) = (y, x), we have that xry, and similarly
x"z, belong to EG{x), and (xry, xsz)<x) is finitely generated and nilpotent. Now (x, y, z)
is the extension of a nilpotent by an abelian group and therefore by Peng [8, Theorem 1,
p. 321] an E-group. We have now that EG(x) D (x, y, z) is a subgroup, and yz~x belongs
to EG{x).

This shows EG(x) n (x, N) is a subgroup, and EG(x) n (x, N) = (x, (EG(x) D N))
is itself locally nilpotent; this follows, for instance, from P. Hall [4]. It must be
therefore the (unique) locally nilpotent subgroup of (x, N) which is maximal with respect
to containing x.

If b is now any element of EG(x), we deduce from [b, nx] =x~1[b~lx~1b, n-xx\x that
also b~lx~xb belongs to EG(x). The canonical epimorphism of G onto G/N maps the set
EG(x) into E^C/M^XN) = N^/^xN), and we obtain

(x, N) = (b-lx-lb, N) for b in EG(x).

We exploit the maximality of EG(x) D (x, N) as maximal locally nilpotent subgroup of
(JC, N) and obtain

EG{x) D (x, N) = EG(b-lx-lb) D (x, N) = Ec{b-lxb) D {x, N)

= EG(b~lxb) n {b~lxb, N) = b~\EG(x) D (x, N))b.

We have shown

The other inclusion is trivial, so we have EG(x) = NG(EG(x) D (x, N)), and Lemma 2 is
proved.

COROLLARY 1. If N is a locally nilpotent normal subgroup of G such that G/N is a free
group, then G is an E-group.

This follows directly from Lemma 2.

COROLLARY 2. (Messingschlager [6, Satz 1]). / / N is a locally nilpotent normal
subgroup of G and all subgroups of G/N are soluble T-groups, then G is an E-group.
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Proof. GIN is metabelian by Robinson [10], so it is an £-group by Peng [7, Theorem
1, p. 321]. Locally nilpotent T-groups are dedekind groups, and so (xN) is subnormal in
E(G/N)(XN) and, again by the T-group property, even normal; E(GW)(xN) =
N(G,N)((XN)). Now the Corollary follows from Lemma 2.

REMARK. Corollary 2 is no longer true if only G/N itself is assumed to be a soluble
T-group; this is shown by Example 1.

2. Finite nilpotent normal subgroups. In this section statements are deduced about
quotient groups. The first statement is on sets EG(x).

LEMMA 3. Denote by K a finite normal subgroup of the group G which is contained in
the nilpotent normal subgroup N of G. Then, for all x in G, we have E(C/K){xK) D

= (Ec(x)KnN)/K.

Proof. It suffices, by an obvious induction argument on the order of K, to prove the
Lemma for the case when K is contained in Z(N). So now K is finite and abelian, and we
have

K = (KnEG(x))xL,

where L = [x, L\. We deduce

(EG(x) n N)K = (Ec(x) HN)xL

and both factors are normalized by x.
Assume now the existence of an element v in N such that vK belongs to

and [v, x] belongs to (EG(x) H N)K. We have a unique description

[v, x] = ab with a in EG{x) D N and b in L.

There is an element fin L such that b = [t, x] and we obtain [uf~\ x] = t[v, x ]*" 1 ^" 1 , x] =
[v, x][t, x]'1 = a, and so vt~x belongs to EG(x) n N, and v belongs to (EG(x) f~l N)K. For
a general element wK of E(G/K)(xK) there is a number s such that [w, sx] belongs to
(£G(x) f~l N)K, and the previous argument shows (by induction on the minimum number
s) that

EiaiK)(xK) n (N/K) <= (EG(x) D N)K/K = (EG(x)K D N)/K.

Since the other inclusion is obvious, we have the desired equality.

If N is a normal subgroup of G and v belongs to the subgroup EG(x), then we obtain
at once y " ' ( £ c ( j : ) n % = £c(jt)nJV. The next Lemma shows that imposing this
condition sometimes allows one to pass to quotient groups.

LEMMA 4. If N is a finite nilpotent normal subgroup of the group G and x is an
element of G such that

EG(x) n N = y-\EG{x) n N)y for all y in Ec(x),

then E(G/N)(xN) = EG(x)N/N.
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Proof. Again one inclusion is trivial:

EG(x)N/NczE(cm(xN).

For the other inclusion we first collect some facts. By Peng [7, Theorem 1, p. 321]
V0 = EG(x) fl N is a subgroup of AT; it is by hypothesis normalized by all elements of the
set Ec(x). Consider a product ab with a in EG(x) D N and b in Ec(x). Then
[ab, x] = b~1[a, x]b[b, x] is an element of the same form, and if [bn,x] = l, we have
[ab, nx] e EG(x) D N. So ab belongs to EG{x); we have shown

EG(x) = Ea(x)(EG(x) HN) = (EG(x) n N)EG(x).

Beginning with Vo, we define a sequence of subgroups of N by

It is shown by induction on i that all Vt are normalized by all elements of EG{x).
Conjugation by x induces in every quotient Vi+l/Vt an automorphism without fixed points.

To derive a contradiction, we assume the existence of an element vN in E^G/N){XN')

which is not contained in EG(x)N. Since [v, nx]N = N for suitable n, there exists an
element w = [v, kx\ such that [w, x] belongs to EG(x)N but w itself does not. We choose
an element g in N such that

[wg, x] = cd,

where d belongs to EG(x) and c belongs to the minimal possible Vt. Let i # 0 . Since
conjugation by x induces a fixed point free automorphism on Vl/Vi^1, there is an element
/ such that

1!/, x](wg)c belongs to Vt_lf

so

[fwg, x] = (wg)-l[f, x](wg)[wg, x] = {wg)-l\f, x](wg)cd e V^xEG{x) = Ea(x)V,.lt

contrary to the minimality of i. This shows that we can find an element r in N such that
[wr, x] belongs to EG(x)V0 = EG(x), and wN is contained in EG(x)N, contrary to our
choice of w. This proves the missing inclusion

E(G/N)(XN)QEG(X)N/N

and proves the Lemma.

We are now able to state our first statement on quotients of ^-groups.

LEMMA 5. The following statements on the finite group G and its nilpotent normal
subgroup N are equivalent:

(i) G is an E-group,
(ii) (a) EG(x) HN = y-\EG(x) nN)y for all v in EG(x),

(b) G/N is an E-group.
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Proof. If (i) is true, EG(x) is a subgroup and y~1EG(x)y = EG(x) for all y in EG(x)
and (ii)(a) follows. Since by Lemma 4 we have E^G/N)(xN) = EG(x)N/N, also (ii)(b) is
true. So (ii) follows from (i).

Now let G be a finite group satisfying (ii). Then (ii)(a) and Lemma 4 yield

and by (ii)(b) we know that EG(x)N/N, and so also EG(x)N, are groups. Again by (ii)(a)
we have

EG(x) c EG(x)N n NG(EG(x) n AO = L,

say, and L possesses the normal subgroups EG(x) f~l A7 and LDN.
The above inclusion is equivalent to

Ea(x) = EL(x),

and JC induces in (L n N)/(EG(x) C\ N) by conjugation an automorphism without fixed
points, so every element of (LnN)/(Ec(x) (IN) is a commutator [x(Eo(*) n A/),
«(£c(;t) D A7)] where u is taken from LDN.

Now

E(G/N)(xN) = EG(x)N/N = LAVA7 = L/(L n N).

Since E^G/N)(xN) is a subgroup and xN is a left Engel element of it, we have

xNeF(E(G/N)(xN))

(see for instance Baer [1, Satz L']), and using the canonical isomorphism, we obtain

x(L HN)e F(L/(L D N)).

We define K/(L HN) = F(L/(L n A7)) and consider a Carter subgroup

W/(EG(x)nN) of K/(EG(x)nN).

Since /L/ (L PI A7) is nilpotent, we have W(L C\N) = K, so there is an element y of W such
that y(L C\ N) = x(L n N) and x"1^ belongs to LC\N. As mentioned before, there is an
element u of L C\ N such that

O nAf) = [*, «]0Ec(*) n A7)
and

y(£c(x) D N) = M-1XM(£G(X) n A7).

Now MWW"1 contains x.
By the Frattini argument applied to the Carter subgroup uWu~xl(EG(x) D A7) of the

normal subgroup K/(EG(x) (1 A7) of L/(EG(x) n A7) we find that

AWc Wrw))("W«-7(Ec(*) n N)KI{EG(x) fl A7)) = L/(EG(*) n N)

and so also
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Let T = NL(uWu~1). By construction, T^EG(x) and r n J V = £G(x)f1IV, since x does
not generate a nilpotent subgroup with any element of N D L which does not belong to
EG(x) n N. Consideration modulo EG(x) D L shows that there is at most one coset
v(EG{x) n L) which is contained in v{N nL) and in EG(x), for given v. We derive from
TK = L,

T = EG(x),

and so EG(x) is a subgroup. This shows that (i) follows from (ii), and Lemma 5 is true.

We are now ready for the main statement of this section.

THEOREM 1. If G is a finite E-group and N is some normal subgroup of G, then G/N
is an E-group.

Proof. We choose a minimal supplement U of N in G, so that UN = G and U f~l N is
contained in the Frattini subgroup of U and hence nilpotent. Since subgroups of £-groups
are E-groups, we have at once that U is an .E-group. Since (ii)(b) of Lemma 5 follows
from (i), we obtain

(//([/ n N) is an E-group,

and we obtain the statement of our Theorem from U/(U HN) = UN/N = G/N.

REMARK. Theorem 1 is also a corollary of Casolo [2, Theorem 1.11].

Now finite £-groups form a formation, since this class is also closed with respect to
subgroups and direct products.

3. Finite soluble £-groups. We exploit Theorem 1 to determine how G acts
by conjugation on its chief factors. This leads to a result comparable with Peng
[7, Theorem 5].

LEMMA 6. If A/B is a chief factor of the finite soluble E-group G, then the quotient
group G/CG(A/B) is isomorphic to the subdirect product of two groups R and S where

(i) the commutator subgroup R' of R is cyclic of odd order and all Sylow subgroups
of R are abelian and

(ii) 5 is isomorphic to one of the following groups:
(a) the trivial group,
(b) 5L(2, 3),
(c) the multiplicative group of the irregular nearfield of order 49,
(d) a generalized quaternion group Q^, t>3.

Proof. By Theorem 1 we may assume without loss of generality that B is trivial. Then
A is an elementary abelian p -group for some prime p. We define T by putting

F(G/CG(A)) = T/CG(A).

It is well known that T/CG(A) is of order prime to p in this case; and A is a direct product
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of some minimal T-invariant subgroups S, where these subgroups S, can be chosen
conjugate in G. Now the subgroups Cj-(5,) are also conjugate in G, and

Since the orders of A and T/CT(A) are relatively prime, we have

ET(x) HA = CT(x) D A for all x in T.

Assume for the moment that there is an element w of T which is contained in CT(St) but
not in CT(Sj). There is some element g in G such that g^Sg = 5;, and (by Lemma 4) g
can be taken from Ec(w). Now ET(w) C\A = g~l(ET(w) <lA)g leads to a contradiction.
So we must have CT(S,) = CT(A) for all i. In the same way we argue for normal
subgroups D of T such that D' c CG(A) c D, and we find that CD(Mi) = CD(Mj) = CG(A)
for all minimal D-invariant subgroups A/, of A. Since D/CG(A) is abelian, we may apply
Schur's Lemma and obtain

(+) All abelian normal subgroups of subgroups of T/CC(A) are cyclic.
The nilpotent groups with this property are known. We obtain

(++) F(G/CG(A)) = T/CC(A) is a direct product HxK such that
(i) H is cyclic of odd order,
(ii) K is a cyclic 2-group or a generalized quaternion group.

If, on the other hand, Y/CG{A) is a Sylow subgroup of G/CG(A) for a prime different
from p, we have that A splits into minimal Y-invariant subgroups, and the intersection of
their centralizers coincides with CG(A). If Y/CG(A) is a Sylow 2-subgroup, we can only
deduce that all elements of order 2 belong to the centre of Y/CG(A); for all other primes
Y/CG(A) is abelian. Keeping this fact in mind together with the fact that G/T is
isomorphic to a subgroup of the outer automorphism group of T/CG(A), we obtain the
result given in Lemma 6.

THEOREM 2. If G is a finite soluble E-group, G is contained in 9l4. More precisely, all
Sylow subgroups of odd order of G/F(G) are abelian, all involutions of Sylow
2-subgroups of G/F(G) are contained in the centre, and

Proof. The second statement follows since it is true by Lemma 6 for all CG(A/B)
with chief factors A/B, in particular G/CG(A/B) belongs to %l3. The statement on the
Sylow subgroups is inherited by subdirect products and follows again from Lemma 6.

COROLLARY. A finite soluble E-group is of p-length 2 for all primes.

This follows from G e 9?4.

4. Finite E-groups. In this section groups are finite and not necessarily soluble.
We begin with two remarks.

LEMMA 7. (a) / / the finite E-group G possesses a subgroup U and an element x such
that x~lUx is contained in CG(U), then U is nilpotent.
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(b) Chief factors of finite E-groups are simple or abelian.

Proof, (a) Assume false: there is an element y of U which does not belong to F(U).
By definition, x~xUx and x belong to Ec(y), and since Ec(y) is a subgroup so also does
the subgroup xx~lUxx~1 = U, a contradiction to y not being contained in F(U).

(b) now follows since quotient groups of finite E-groups are E-groups by Theorem 1
and nonabelian minimal normal subgroups are direct products of conjugate simple
groups. By (a), there is only one such factor, and minimal normal subgroups which are
nonabelian have to be simple.

The finite simple E-groups have been found out independently by Casolo [2] and the
author. To avoid duplications, the results are now cited from Casolo [2].

THEOREM 3. If G is a finite nonabelian simple E-group, it is one of PSL(2, 2"),
Sz(22"+1).

For a proof see Casolo [2, Theorem 2.1].

In the case of groups G with trivial centre we know that G and the group Inn(G) of
inner automorphism are isomorphic. For noncentral extensions we consider first
subgroups of Aut(G).

LEMMA 8. Let G be isomorphic to PSL(2, 2") or Sz(2"+1). A subgroup K such that
Inn(G) c ^ c Aut(G) is an E-group if and only if |Inn(G)| and \K: Inn(G)| are relatively
prime, except for PSL{2, 8) and Sz(32), where K = Aut(G) may occur.

For a proof see Casolo [2, Proposition 2.5].

The particular form of the groups in Theorem 3 allows a statement about finite
E-groups in general.

THEOREM 4. If T is the maximal nilpotent normal odd order subgroup of the E-group
G, then G/TCC(T) is a subdirect product of a soluble group with the direct product of
some groups isomorphic to SL(2, 5).

REMARK. For the soluble factor of G/TCC(T) consult Lemma 6 and Theorem 2.

Proof. Assume first that we have a finite E-group G such that G/F(G) is soluble and
does not possess normal subgroups of odd order. Close inspection of Lemma 6 shows that
G/F(G) is a (2,3)-group where the Sylow 3-subgroup is abelian of exponent 3; the
subgroup generated by all elements of order 3 is an extension of a nilpotent 2-group of
class 2 by a 3-group, and the centre of the 2-group centralizes all elements of order 3 as
well.

Now we consider finite E-groups G with simple quotient G/K and K 2 TCC{T) and
the normalizer M/F(G) of some Sylow 2-subgroup S/F(G) of G/F(G). The normalizer
of KS in G is, in all cases except G/K = PSL(2, 4), a noncentral extension of KS by a
cyclic group of order q-l>3. By the preceding remark we are left with G/K =
PSL(2, 4).
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Here Lemma 6(ii) calls for a central extension, and we find another normal sub-
group L between K and TCa(T) such that G/L = SL(2,5). Since PGL(2,5) =
Aut(PSL(2, 4 ) ) sS s is not an £-group, a subdirectly irreducible nonsoluble quotient of
G/TCG(T) must be perfect. The proof of Theorem 4 is complete.

For the prime 2 we have a corresponding statement.

THEOREM 5. If S is the maximal normal 2-subgroup of the finite E-group G, then
G/SCC(S) is a subdirect product of (i) a metabelian group, and (ii) groups isomorphic to
some PSL(2, 2") or Sz(22"+l),

Proof. Theorem 5 follows directly from Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 for part (i),
keeping in mind that G/SCG(S) has only trivial normal 2-subgroups. Part (ii) follows from
Lemma 8 together with cyclicity of all Sylow subgroups of odd order (which is not true for
Aut(P5L(2, 8)) and Aut(Sz(32)) leading to a contradiction to Lemma 6(i)).

Taking into account what we found at the beginning, we obtain with Lemma 8

PROPOSITION 1. If G is a locally finite group with normal 2-subgroup N such that G/N
is either

(i) one of the groups PSL(2, 2"), Sz(22m+1)
or

(ii) the direct product of two groups PSL(2, 2"), Sz(22m+1)
such that the common prime divisor of the orders of both of them is only 2, then G is an
E-group.

Proof. It suffices to assume that G is finite since the property of being an E-group is
decided by the three-generator subgroups.

We have to show, for elements x outside N, that EG(x) is a subgroup. For elements
of odd order this follows from EG/N(xN) = NG/N(xN) with Lemma 2; for elements of order
a power of 2 we have that EG/N(xN) is normalizer of a Sylow 2-subgroup either of G/N or
of one of its two direct factors, and we apply Lemma 1. For elements xN of G/N which
are of even order but not of order a power of 2, we have again that EG/N(xN) is a
subgroup and E(x>N)(x) = E^XiNy(x2') is a subgroup for every i, and finally EG{x) is a
subgroup.

The following is an indication for the situation in the general case.

PROPOSITION 2. Assume that the finite group G and its subgroups N and U satisfy the
following conditions:

(i) N is a nilpotent normal subgroup of G and G/N = SL(2, 5),
(ii) UN = GandUr\N = l,
(iii) 0 (CG(y)nN) = CG(x)r\N, where x is the central element of U which is

yell

different from the identity.
Then G is an E-group.

Proof. We state first that x is well defined since U = UN/N = SL{2, 5). Condition
(iii) implies that CG(y) D N 3 CG(x) n N for all y in U. If z is an element of order 4 in U,
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then z2 = x and so

We can apply now Lemma 4 and we obtain that EG(z) n N is a subgroup; in particular,

In case of an element of odd order t we use Lemma 2.

5. Examples. Our first example is connected with Corollary 2.

EXAMPLE 1. The smallest field F of characteristic 5 possessing a divisible 2-group M
as subgroup of the multiplicative group can be described as the set theoretical union of
fields GF(52t). The group

I/a'1 0 0\ /0 1
D = ( 0 a 0 I for all a e M, 1 0 0

W o o i / \o o
is a T-group but

V 1 0 A /0 1
0 a c I for all a e M, b, c e F, I 1 0 0
0 0 1/ \0 0

is an extension of an elementary abelian group by a group isomorphic to D and is not an
£-group: the set

/ / 0 1 0 \ \ ( (1 0 b\ /0 1
£ j I 1 0 0 b O, 0 1 +b for all b in F, I 1 0 0

\\0 0 1// I \0 0 1/ \0 0 L

/i i A
is not W but generates W: I 0 1 0 1 does not belong to the set. However, the slight
modification \ o 0 1 /

I/a'1 0 b\ / 0 - 1 0N

V = ( I 0 a c I for all a in M and fe, c in F, I 1 0 0
W o o i / \o o

is an £-group; it is a Frobenius group.

Finiteness in Theorem 1 is indispensable. The following is a "rather small" example
to show this.

EXAMPLE 2. The following group is a (soluble) £-group with a quotient group which
is not an £-group.

R = (a, b,c,d\a2 = b2 = c3 = d3 = {acf = 1, [c, d] = [a, d] = bcbd~l = 1).
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The subgroups (c, d) and ((ab)4) are normal subgroups of R, and R/((ab)4) is not an
£-group, since the Fitting quotient is a dihedral group.

The Fitting subgroup of R is ((ab)4, d,c). We have to check all elements outside to
find out whether R is an is-group, and we obtain

ER(a)=(a,d)=ER(adi),

ER(b) = (b,cd)=ER(b(cd)%

ER((abf)=(a,b)=ER((abf+4"),

and the remaining elements are conjugates of those already mentioned. So R is an
£-group as stated.

The upper bound for the Fitting length in Theorem 2 is attained. This in shown by

EXAMPLE 3. The following finite soluble £-group is of exact Fitting length 4:

1 0 a\ / 0 - 1 0 \ / 1 3 0N

5 = ( | 0 1 b I for all a, b in GF(7), I 1 0 0 1 , 1 - 1 - 2 0
,0 0 1 / \ 0 0 1 / \ 0 0 1,

The construction is based on the nearfield of order 72 (see Zassenhaus [11, p. 217]).

REMARK. Denote by K the quotient group F/FPF3, where F is the free group freely
generated by four elements. K admits a group of automorphisms isomorphic to S/F(S)
with 5 from Example 3. Forming the corresponding split extension T of K, we find that
T/Q>(T) is an £-group but Tis not, since T possesses an abelian normal subgroup L such
that T/CT(L) = S/S" = A4. So the class of finite E-groups is a non-saturated formation.

EXAMPLE 4. In D = SxT where S = T = PSL(2, 4) we choose subgroups ( / c S ,
VcT such that U=V = S3) and elements a, b of order 3 in U, V. Obviously D is an
.E-group, and (a"1, b) is conjugate to (a, b) in ED((a, b)) = U x V.

In the wreath product W = C2 wr D we identify D in the obvious manner with one
complement of the base group. It is checked easily that Ew((a, b)) ¥= Ew((a~l, b)), so W
is not an £-group. This shows that the condition on the orders of the direct factors in
Proposition 1 is indispensable.
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